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Understanding the issues – a two way process

• Each community is different – what is 
important, what is valued (locally, 
regionally and nationally)

• Each area of the coast is different – how 
coastal behaviour impacts on what is valued

Explaining that risk can be surprisingly difficult!

• Even in the short term

• Even more so over the next 20, 50 or 100 
years

The need to take people with us - listening to and interacting with 
them, but also increasing their capacity to be involved



The UK context

SMP1 Process
MU1

MU2

MU3

1.  Defined 

management units

2. Considered four options

Do Nothing

Hold the line

Advance

Retreat

3. Considered how these 

options might impact 

on interests on the 

coast

50 year time scale

SMP2 Process

Developing a plan

1.  Starting from understanding the coast
Establishing a sustainable pathway

Looking back from 100 years.

Existing Issues Moving to where we need to be

2.  Comparing different scenarios and only then establishing policy units

Opportunity to discuss openly the “unthinkable”

Managing the coast as a system

Involving communities in developing realistic solutions



Involving communities in developing realistic solutions – a few issues… 

• A perception that what is there now has always been there and 

should always be there – Suffolk Preservation Society, part of what they 

valued was the changing nature of the coast!

• Clarifying what people actually mean

One feature, 

Two issues, 

Two different objectives

 “To maintain the natural development of the 

coast sustaining the Local Nature Reserve”

 “To protect the cemetery from erosion”

One organisation promoting both objectives

• Accepting limitations and realities

• Economic

• Legislative

• Conflict and Impact

 Or just plain daft?

Open, honest, interactive discussion

Getting people to the table

Progressive process based on developing trust



By way of 
example Gwynedd in north Wales

SMP2 developed in 2012 as part of the larger SMP2 for West Wales (1,200km)



The approach

Spatial Planning

Landscape and 

natural environment

Coastal processes 

and geomorphology

Allowing us to break 
the coast down into 
areas

And in to PDZs, 
management 
areas and 
eventually policy 
units

Maintaining overall 

coherence of the Plan 

Overarching principles

Drilling down to local detail 

and issues



Internal buy-in
• Council Members
• Planners

Within the Council
• 36 communities – on-going meetings
• Different issues
• Very different responses
• Over different timescales

With communities

Moving away from the “so what are YOU going to do about it” 
To “what are WE going to”

But all within the context of a dynamic 
coast and the risks of climate change



Requiring different ways of thinking



• Rainfall from the high ground

• Flood risk from the estuary

• Pressure of erosion and 
overtopping

• Ground water, the level of the 
natural water table

Fairbourne
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Present day MHWS

0.36m SLR 
MHWS (50yr)1m SLR MHWS 

(100yr)

400 properties
800 people
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Decommission the village 
over 40 years

Htl scenario

time/slr line present 0.36m 0.5m 1m 2m

defences manageable

minor 

improvement step change step change step change

erosion manageable

some 

strengthening

significant 

strengthen harden coast harden coast

overtopping manageable

minor 

improvement raise defence new sea wall raise sea wall

direct flooding manageable

minor 

improvement

increase 

embankment raise defence new embankment?

fluvial low maintain maintain maintain maintain

ground water manageable pumping? pumping continuous pumping

continuous 

pumping

risk

medium residual 

risk high residual risk high residual risk

unacceptable 

residual risk

unacceptable 

residual risk
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• SMP 2013 – adopted (Hold the Line short term, then Managed Realignment 

enabling No Active Intervention)

BBC week in week out
2014 – “abandon 
village in 10 years”

Fairbourne Facing Change -
community

• Fairbourne: moving forward (multi agency project)
Setting the objectives and principles – Planning Horizon of 40 years

Property values fell to zero!

• Three years dealing with the concept of change, perceptions 
and consequences 130 FAQs!

Technical - risk

Social

Legal

Infrastructure

• Master Plan 2018



2005 included within 
SPA

Seeing the opportunity from within the necessity for change



Understanding specifically 
what we are talking 
about! 

• Coastal engineers and managers

• Planners

• Economists

• Environmental scientists

• Politicians

and
• Communities
• Individuals

Getting people 
working together

Thank you


